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Geometrica® specializes in the coverage and storage of bulk materials.

We are devoted to helping you achieve the optimum and most economical

solution for protecting your materials from the elements.

This selection of Geometrica domes represents a small portion of the many

storage solutions we have supplied to the cement, power and mining industries around

the world. Top producers in these industries prefer Geometrica as their supplier

because of advantages not available from conventional structures. Geometrica pro-

vides an economical and suitable structure to cover their bulk storage.

The advantages of the Geometrica system are clear. High strength, galva-

nized steel tubing is a more economical material to build large enclosures from

45 to 300 meters in diameter. Galvanized and painted steel panels offer a clean,

strong finish that needs a minimum of maintenance over the years. Our custom

CAD software lets us design and generate geometries exactly suited to your build-

ing requirements. And the inherent economy of the dome shape conserves materials

and eliminates wasted space.  

Having built the largest and most challenging domes in the world,

Geometrica gives you the stability and experience you need to get your project

completed on time and under budget. For the most intelligent solutions in cement,

power and mining bulk storage, turn to the specialists at Geometrica®.



Geometrica steel domes are now preferred

over concrete options.

Concrete walls may be used to add

capacity by containing the material.

The circular-plan storage

dome is the most basic of the many Geometrica struc-

tures, keeping the environment and materials neatly protected from each

other. Premixed aggregates, clinker, copper ore, and even organic materials such as grain

or fertilizers may be stocked very economically in conical piles and covered with a protective dome.

Geometrica storage domes, designed with an efficient parabolic profile, have several advantages. Following a stock- 

pile's angle of repose produces smaller interior air volumes for better dust collection. The parabolic shape produces stronger

apices for supporting larger loads, such as conveyor galleries or dust collectors. And the reduced surface area results in lower cladding cost.

S T O R A G E  D O M E S



110m span blending storage, Argentina 84m limestone storage dome, Mexico

R I N G  S T O C K P I L E  D O M E S

“The Geometrica dome represents a
vanguard symbol for the new plant...”
R.SAINZ – KVAERNER METALS 

Until recently, it was not economical to cover the large

circular piles of material used in automated stack-

ing/reclaiming or preblending stockyards. Geometrica

domes are the quick, affordable and environmentally

friendly alternative to open stockpiles. Whether you

need to store limestone, coal, wood chips, or bauxite,

a Geometrica dome can improve your plant's runoff

and air quality measures. With a Geometrica dome,

you control your material's moisture content, save your

fine particles, and improve your process efficiency.

Geometrica domes are designed to be self-scaffolding.

Assembly may start at the perimeter and proceed

towards the center, leaving the space under the dome

free for other activities, such as machinery installation.

This allows for unprecedented flexibility in your

scheduling and earlier commissioning. Remarkably,

Geometrica domes have even been built over operat-

ing stockyards with little or no downtime.



Apex support of a 70 ton

conveyor loading frame,

Thailand

Elliptical dome geometry provides optimum perimeter clearances as required by reclaiming equipment.

This innovative form eliminates the need for the high and costly walls required by conventional

structures to achieve clearance. For combustible materials such as coal, sulfur or grains, Geometrica

circular domes may be clad under the structure to minimize dust accumulation and explosion risk. For

highly corrosive materials or environments, such as salt storage in humid climates, Geometrica domes

may also be supplied in high strength aluminum alloys.

122m coal dome, Florida,USA

R I N G  S T O C K P I L E  C O V E R S  A R O U N D  T H E  W O R L D

125m span, Thailand 70m span, Senegal



Geometrica's exclusive Freedome® technology makes it possible to cover areas of any shape:

circular, rectangular, or even freestyle. The structure may rise from the ground, or it may rest on

material containing walls. A Freedome may be adapted to sloping or uneven terrain. There is no

need for costly earth moving or leveling. Simply lay out the foundation to follow the natural

slope and a Freedome can be designed to spring from it.

Freedomes are especially suited for established facilities that need to contain an existing

open air stockpile. Often the area is surrounded by roads or other buildings, making the con-

struction of a new cover difficult. Geometrica can design a Freedome to fit the pre-existing

shape of the area, eliminating the need to relocate the stock pile or build a new facility. Only

Geometrica can provide this kind of versatility.

60 m span Freedome, Chile

Spray systems and canvas

coverings used to control

the dusty crushed ore

stockpile at this copper

mine were ineffective.

A Freedome provided a

cleaner, safer alternative.

65 m span coal storage Freedome,
Taiwan. 

F R E E D O M E ® T E C H N O L O G Y



“We recommend Geometrica for all

projects requiring long span roof covers.”

ING. ARMANDO ENRIQUEZ

NEMAK, S.A. DE C.V.

Coal bed before covering Dome assembly proceeds from perimeter

The Nemak multiple Freedomes, each spanning 224m in the 

major axis, are the longest industrial domes in the world to date.



54m span for palletizing
cement bags, Chile

For general industrial storage, Geometrica lattice roofs are the economical solution in

short or medium spans. Roofs can be built from the ground up, added on to any structure

or constructed over existing work areas. Column spacing may be as large as 45 m by 45 m.

As with other Geometrica structures, galvanized steel tube components provide years of

maintenance-free service. Geometrica lattice roofs offer large, obstruction free areas for

storage of finished products in pallets, bags or other containers.

Flat, sloped or curved,

Geometrica lattice roofs

can have interior or

exterior cladding.

L A T T I C E  R O O F S

Bagged product building
under contruction, Mexico



“We chose to use Geometrica

domes because they offered

the best cost-benefit relation.

Geometrica provides us with

covers of great efficiency and

elegance.”

J. Alonso – Cementos Bio Bio S.A.

52 m span raw material storage, Chile

Longitudinal structures are ideal for

covering homogenizing beds of raw

materials like coal, limestone and

ores. Open ended or completely

enclosed, these structures may be

designed with different sectional

profiles to provide the most efficient

envelope over materials, machinery

and vehicles.

L O N G I T U D I N A L  S T O R A G E
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Blue

Gray

O P T I O N S

Colors shown are approximate.

Actual colors may vary.

Natural Lighting

Translucent cladding panels in matching profiles bring

daylight into Geometrica domes and save energy costs.

Natural Ventilation

Ventilation openings can be designed into the structure to

provide the desired air circulation.

Anchoring Systems

Several anchoring options are available, including: cast

in place (second pour), welded to embedded plates, and

drilled anchors.

Galvanized & Painted Steel Cladding

Geometrica steel cladding is galvanized and coated with a

baked-on flouropolymer to give superior corrosion and

ultraviolet ray resistance. Profiles are designed to best suit

your job, and include regular or standing seam panels.

Four standard colors are designed to compliment your

facility. Custom colors and aluminum cladding are avail-

able on request.

Access Openings 

Openings of nearly

any shape and size for

vehicle and personnel

access may be incor-

porated into your

Geometrica dome.

Doors, frames and

canopies are available

for all openings.

Conveyor Openings

Accommodations are easily made for conveyors, chutes or blending

equipment, without compromising the structural behavior of the dome.

Ladders

Exterior or interior ladders

can be placed for convenient

and safe access.

Manwalks

Exterior or interior

walkways can be

designed and

supplied with

your building.
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